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Editor’s Comments: Welcome to TRACKS extra the second and hopefully now regular 32
page quarterly supplement to TRACKS. Numbering will stay in the main TRACKS range (see above)
so they can be filed in order. As you can see I have cut out all the regular bits pertaining to Officials,
Society Notices, Events and Sales which are in the main mag, so freeing up max space for articles /
photos....31½ pages in fact.
As can be seen already the format will depend on what content I have in total for both TRACKS and
TRACKS extra. I did mention at the AGM I didn’t know how I was going to do both the Mar / Apr and
Spring issues as going away to the AGM and then domestic family celebrations meant time away from
home. On top of that is the crazy issue of dealing with books & sundry orders which takes as much
time as doing TRACKS...help !! The first batch of polo shirts also arrived and had to be posted out.
Both the mags then had to be squeezed into a weeklong gap before going away again to the NVR
Diesel Gala to sell more stuff and get more members !!! Unfortunately that meant Easter was
cancelled as I was solidly on the computer all over the ‘holiday’...I’m supposed to be retired. I had
already intended to delay the Spring issue to go out with the May / Jun TRACKS as time was tight but
by the time I had edited together 110 pages finishing at 3.00 in the morning on Wed 4th (supposed to
have left heading south, so one Travelodge booking lost) it was decided to do both by splitting the
AGM & ELR VISIT REPORT into this issue along with room for the next bit of Ray’s RAILWAY
GLOBETROTTERS. By the time you read this we will be back hopefully reporting on a successful
Gala and I suspect telling you that demand for the WCR trips to Carnforth has outstripped places.
Some of the future articles planned for TRACKS extra are ISLE OF MAN RAILWAYS, EXPORTED
SHUNTERS, IRONBRIDGE GORGE MUSEUM, VOLKS ELECTRIC RAILWAY, BRIGHTON,
POLAND
Magazine Contributors: Thanks to Ray Smith & Trevor Roots. All photos in AGM & ELR VISIT
REPORT are by Trevor Roots.

PRESERVATION
PHOTO SPOT:
STEAM
Little & large, 0-6-0ST 68067 [1752]
(WD 75091) & BR Std Britannia 4-6-2
70013
‘OLIVER
CROMWELL’
undergoing its successful steam test
to keep it running on heritage lines
until the end of 2018, Loughborough
Central Works, GCR, 23rd March 2018
£1.50 where sold separately
Printed & distributed in the UK by Henry Ling Limited, at the Dorset Press, Dorchester DT1 1HD
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AGM & ELR VISIT REPORT
For the 2017 AGM we decided to try holding it in the north again and combined it with a visit to the
East Lancs Railway, one of the biggest preserved railways with possibly the largest and most varied
collection of ex-BR rolling stock as a proportion of all its stock and therefore all listed in our books.
Because we had switched our financial year to match the calendar year this meant we had to hold the
AGM within 3 months of the 31st December 2016. So after several attempts to suit availability of
officials and free dates on the ELR we settled on the 10th March. As it turned out because of the snow
in late February and early March that date was fortuitous as a group visiting the ELR on the previous
weekend had to cancel and myself and Chris certainly couldn’t have gotten out of Scotland. The other
bonus of this date was that 4-6-2 60103 ‘FLYING SCOTSMAN’ was visiting the ELR and was to be on
static display at Rawtenstall.

two views taken on the 3rd September 2016 as I neither had time and it was raining, above Bury Bolton
Street Station entrance on the road bridge over the line looking south, below looking south
from platform 2 to the yards in the distance under the A58 Jubilee Way
with the Std 4 shed and frames of 2-6-0 46428 on the left

The plan for the day was to start at 09.30 with a 3½ hour tour of all the sheds and yards around Bolton
Street Station, the main headquarters of the ELR followed by a buffet lunch at 13.30 and AGM starting
at 14.00. However after 3 months of planning the weather still looked as if it would ruin our day with
heavy rain forecast for the Saturday which on cue started Friday night. This coupled with a
misunderstanding by the volunteer ELR organiser in charge of our tour over the number of members
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attending, an expected 68 and health & safety concerns meant it looked as if the tour was to be
curtailed to just the sheds and with only one group of 20 at a time doing a short tour as no stewards
had been arranged. This was communicated to me on the Wednesday afternoon only hours before we
were due to start travelling. By Friday this then became groups of 9 and if wet, no access to yard. It
appears my emails which formed the basis of our visit to ELR to their requirements had been
‘forgotten’. All this came as a surprise at the 11th hour and understandably I was a bit upset. But after a
controlled but passionate plea by myself on the Saturday morning pointing out the expense and
distance travelled involved and that as we were speaking the rain had stopped, common sense
prevailed. We therefore set off in 3 groups and most got around all we had hoped for. Because we
were in 3 groups and seemed to go around differently it maybe that we did not all see the same stock.
It started raining again after lunch but by that time we were nice and snug in the meeting room over in
the Bury Transport Museum on the opposite side of Bolton Street. It was in the Museum that we had
the buffet lunch next to an OO gauge model of Bolton Street Station as it was in the 1950s. In the end
64 members went on the tour and 44 attended the AGM. We actually booked food for 50 so a good
job some didn’t turn up, but that means there must have been a few piglets !!
On the point of ‘no shows’ whilst a few had to cancel, which were known about, there was only one
genuine reason for failure to turn up on the day due to being caught in the aftermath of an accident.
There is however no excuse for booking then not notifying us you cannot then attend as was the case
with 5 members who have still not contacted us with an explanation. Please see new guidance on
booking under EVENTS in TRACKS.

looking south from the footbridge with
Buckley Wells Carriage Works on the left
and Baron St Works / Yard beyond the
white gate across the centre running line

above looking south on the 9th March 2018 from Baron St into the Works Yard which fans out from the
single access track, with stock almost the same as the following day, with the exception of 45108,
working on the Sat, in front of DMU 50455 and the line of service coaches just to the left of the crane,
note the boiler being craned onto the flatrol to the left having only just returned from off site
With the dire forecast and last minute arrangements to make for the AGM, myself and Chris arrived at
the Museum at around 13.30 on the Friday. Once these were sorted we had time to look around the
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Museum as I knew I wouldn’t have much time on the Saturday and at that time it was empty. We then
went over to Bolton Street Station but as there were no services running it was quiet. However by then
Gareth and Peter had arrived in Bury by train and after meeting up we decided to take a few photos
from various vantage points in the dry in case Saturday was the predicted washout. We ferried them
down to the footbridge off Belle View Terrace which overlooks Bury South signal box and the sidings
leading off past Buckley Wells Carriage & Wagon Works to Baron Street Works and main yard (see
photo above). From there we then headed to Baron Street but by this time it was school leaving time
and Baron Street leads to Bury Grammar School which lies alongside the whole western side of the
sidings / yards. We just about got through the traffic to park in Baron Street but we were then trapped
for 15 mins until the traffic cleared. Amazingly for the amount of school traffic and pupils walking along
Baron Street it is in appalling condition as it is an old brick paved road with enormous craters, not
potholes filled with water.
Due to its construction, what wasn’t a hole was
undulating. Half way along road there are gates
either side between the two works buildings then a
further towards the school, larger gates protect the
single ELR track which crosses. From here a view
both ways can be had of the sidings north towards
the station and south to the main yard. Locos in
traffic have to cross Baron Street to and from the
works.
looking north towards
Bury Bolton Street
station from the
footbridge with 07013 on
the right (inset) and
service coaches stabled
on the second track
from the left,
9th March 2018

again a photo taken previously on the 13th November
2016 from the Belle Vue Terrace car park showing the
northern two sides of the former triangle at South Jnct
with the signal box and S&T yard, the line to right
goes to Heywood
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A visit to Bolton Street Station in the evening saw 4-6-0 45690 ‘LEANDER’ in operation on the dining
train with Mk1 Pullman liveried coaches 80933 ‘BAGGAGE CAR’ + 80993 ‘BOROUGH OF
ROCHDALE’ + 3114 + 4371 ‘BOROUGH OF BURY’ + 4784 ‘BOROUGH OF RAWTENSTALL’.

above an atmospheric view of 4-6-2 34092 under the impressive signal gantry at Bury Bolton St
manoeuvring for the start of the days service (09.14)

above again as I wasn’t able to take this shot on this occasion, another photo included from the 3rd
September 2016 from platform 3/4 showing the view from Bury Bolton St Station
with the line to Heywood curving left and the tracks to Buckley Wells Carriage Works (visible just
under the footbridge) and Baron St Works / Yard to the right of Bury South signal box
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above the frames from 2-6-0 46428
So onto Saturday and arriving at Bolton Street
Station around 09.00 it was still raining. With
members milling around platform 2 it resembled
the aftermath of the Great Escape, for those who
know the film.
The two services to Heywood and Rawtenstall,
due out at 09.30 were in the process of being
prepared with 45108 hauling Mk1s 5031 + 4992 +
35314 + 1871 ‘Howson Bar’ + 4933 in platform 3
and 4-6-2 34092 ‘CITY OF WELLS’ hauling Mk1s
4350 + 4232 + 35070 + 1837 + 4647 in platform 4
respectively. Prior to the coaches for Rawtenstall
arriving, D9531 ‘ERNEST’ hauled Mk1s 99953
(support coach) + 1833 + 35452 + 60103 through
platform 4 to Rawtenstall at 09.10. The Pullman
coaches were stabled in platform 2. 45690 was
also in operation during the day with 4866 + 17019
+ 4873 + 4895 + 4928.
So after all checking in and signing to say we had
had a safety briefing we set off, myself in the first
group as it turned out, at 09.40 as 45108 departed alongside us for Heywood (see above top). Our
first call was to see 80097 in its shed, well the boiler (see left) as the rest was in Baron Street Works.
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above looking back north towards the signal box under the footbridge from the front of Buckley Wells
Works with the two lines of stock to the left

above left 09024, above right D2062 outside Buckley Wells Works

above though not seen I suspect by anyone else, these unknown grounded vans were spotted from
the footbridge behind the row of coaches on the western boundary in Buckley Wells Yard,
does anyone know their identities ?, 9th March 2018
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On under the A58 Jubilee Way we then
crossed the junction of the line to Heywood
and the tracks to sheds / yards past Bury
South signal box and the S&T Dept which is
situated in the former triangular junction, the
southern chord lifted. This junction can be
viewed from a car park off Belle Vue Terrace
(see photo earlier in article). Passing under the
footbridge (mentioned previously) we passed
two sidings with wagons and coaches then
went into Buckley Wells Carriage & Wagon
Works where a talk on the stock under
overhaul was given.

right LMS 15412 (395205),
DMU 56289 & inspection
saloon LMS 6320 (395707)
below members listening to a
talk on coaches in Buckley
Wells Carriage Works with
(left to right) Mk1 35455, SR
PMV 1391 & Mk1 4917
behind
The surprise item was Pete Waterman’s GWR Inspection Saloon 150266 (9580) which had been
recently named ‘WATERMAN SALOON’ (see top and above left)
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From here we crossed over Baron Street into the main loco works which was packed with locos, some
stored or under overhaul. The works is split into two halves, each with two tracks with the overhaul
section to the west and the storage / running section to the east.

above the western half with D9502, 2-6-4T 80097
and 0-6-0 47324 on the right,
with 2-10-0 92134 over the ‘wall’ to the left
right the eastern half with 13594 leading a row of
locos on the right (this photo was taken after we
went round the yard as 0-6-0 52322 had been
moved outside and 13594 was in the other half)

above 2-8-2T 7229 one of 5 ex-Barry locos at ELR
yet to be restored
right 0-6-0DM 4002 [D1076] ‘ARUNDEL CASTLE’
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above 2-6-4T 80097 one of 5 ex-Barry locos at ELR yet to be steamed in preservation
but getting close, below D5054 ‘PHIL SOUTHERN’
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left Gresley A4 4-6-2 60009
‘UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA’
Within the works were a couple of surprises,
40135 in shiny new BR blue and 4-6-0
45407 fresh from another rapid overhaul to
renew its boiler certificate, which expired in
January
2018.
However
it
was
masquerading as 45157 ‘THE GLASGOW
HIGHLANDER’ to celebrate the 150th
anniversary of the regiment in 2018, a guise
it previously carried for a few years from
2000.
below
0-6-0T 47324 (frames and bunker)

40135 & 4-6-0 45157 (photo taken
on our return from the yard as 13594
was previously in front of 45157
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above top
0-6-0 2890 (WD 75041)
re-built from an 0-6-0ST
above
2-6-0 13065 (42765),
0-6-0 2809 & 0-6-0 52322
(before it moved outside)
left
40106 ‘ATLANTIC
CONVEYOR’
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left previously based at KWV
0-6-0ST 752 (11456)
below 2-10-0 92134 another
of the 5 ex-Barry locos being
restored and is the only
survivor with a single chimney

below left D1041 ‘WESTERN PRINCE’
below right D8233 (968001) ‘FRANK’

Having circumnavigated the two halves with a tantalising view of the large yard to the south half way,
we then exited the same way we entered and passed the line of stock alongside the eastern wall back
towards the yard. In this line was the only non non-mainline UK item of stock, a Northern Ireland
Railways DMU car DMBTO 8099 on standard gauge bogies. At the end of the line was 6536 with cabs
covered. Before we headed to the main sidings we got a look down the approach tracks to the Works
from the south with 2-8-0 3855 just outside the Works. One of the 5 ex-Barry locos at ELR yet to
steam in preservation, it’s restoration is moving forward having been re-united with its restored tender.
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above left DEMU 8099, above right D2956
below 6536 with a view right of it uncovered,
3rd September 2016 inside the Works

2-8-0 3855 with a rack of fire irons
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After agreement we were given permission to go around the yard where several sidings contained the
majority of the stock on the railway...the very reason I in particular wanted to visit. We saw nearly
everything apart from the middle siding of three which contained amongst others the DEMU 1305 and
46035 under a tarpaulin on the eastern side of the free running line and a track to the west containing
DMU 50566 under a tarpaulin and a couple of unidentified wagons. One of the first items seen was the
dismantled bits of 4-6-2 35009 which was one of the last locos to leave Woodham Bros scrapyard at
Barry in 1989, 25 years after first arriving, bound for the failed Brighton Railway Museum project. It
then had a period at the Mid Hants Railway before becoming a static exhibit at the Swindon Designer
Village from where it was saved by Ian Riley in 2003. It will be restored.

above frames of 4-6-2 35009
below 50015, right DEMU 1305 (60904 leading)
bottom weltrol 900911 with the boiler of 0-6-ST 752
which was successfully steam tested in December
2017, with DMUs 51339 + 51382 behind
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left 33046 & DMU 51813

right
33109 + DMU 50455 + 50517,
with DMU 51485 & 33046
to the left

left the line of locos behind
DMUs 51485 + 56121,
37109 + D7629 + 40145 +
20087 + D8110 + 56006 +
D1501 + D9637 with the
running line to the right as
seen on the 9th March 2018
from Baron St
this was taken in the dry in
case we couldn’t have visited
the yard on the Saturday

access tracks to the Works are
on the right with D9537 to the left leading a line
of locos to the left of the through running line
above & below looking back north from far end of Baron St Works Yard
the western side of the running line
showing 08944
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left 08944

below on the
westernmost track
crane (diesel) 95205
(RS 1013) + crane
runner 299852

far left
D7629 + 37109
left
08164 shunting
Mk1 5937
below
20087 + 40145
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right D8110

below 56006

recently re-liveried into BR
black, D9537 + D1501 leading
the line up of locos looking
north
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37679 + Mk1 15928

above the one loco present that couldn’t be properly seen was 45135 which fortunately was out in the
open on the 3rd September 2016
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On walking back from the south end of the yard we saw 52322 which had been dragged out of the
works by 13594 around 11.00.

above left DMU 50437 + LMS 31217, above right DMU 50494, Buckley Wells Yard (west side)
DMU 51937 with 200104 Buckley Wells
Carriage Works Yard (west side)
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ex Cl.411 EMU 70549 (centre car for DEMU 1305 /
207202) Buckley Wells Carriage Works Yard

Cl.504 EMU 77172 + 65451 Buckley Wells
Carriage Works Yard (east side)

LYR 975154 (604) with LMS 31387 to the left,
Buckley Wells Carriage Works Yard (east side)
(Baron St is behind the photographer)

We then walked back through the works and across Baron Street again to tackle the sidings around
the Buckley Wells shed, firstly the two to the east then the one alongside the western wall and then
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the two on the western side of the running line. These later two adjacent tracks were the only ones we
were able to walk between to identify the coaches stored there.

above Castlecroft Works as seen from the lineside viewing gallery accessed from the Transport
Museum Yard, 9th March 2018, inside: below left D5705, below D832 & D7076

As we had finished the tour fairly quickly, it being 11.40 we were then taken over to view Castlecroft
Shed by the Museum to view the wagons outside and 3 locos inside. The tour ended at 12.00 just as
45108 passed on its train from Rawtenstall. After checking on Chris who had patiently sat in the
meeting room all morning I went back over to the station passing the other two groups informing them
that they could also view Castlecroft
Shed if they wished.
left Bury Transport Museum
With an earlier finish than expected it
was not such a rush to organise lunch
and in the end this was served up at
13.00 in the Transport Museum allowing
time for members to make purchases of
our books & sundries from Chris before
the AGM started at 13.40. After a
successful meeting it ended at 15.25, so
again with the room having to be
vacated by 16.00 it was less of a panic.
It also gave time for some members to catch the last return train to Rawtenstall though as mentioned
above it was by now raining again. We also having packed up decided to head to Rawtenstall by car
as it was on our way back north. Arriving at 16.50 it had stopped raining briefly so we had a chance to
view 60103 before seeing the third loco in operation 45690 arrive at 17.00. But in gathering gloom and
the now falling rain it departed on the last service back to Bury at 17.20.
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Transport Museum
top right 1 [1927] 0-4-0ST
with van 54003 to the left
below left 722101 with
crane and loco behind
below right the 3 railway
wagons are behind the
lorry (our buffet was served
up on the right by the
model railway)
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I didn’t take a photo of these 2 locos on the
day but for the record here they are on the 3rd
September 2016, one still in the same place
left
Simplex 4wDM [9009]
then in the siding north of Bolton St
below
Hibberd 0-4-0DM 1 [3438] with Mk1 95229
behind in the Transport Museum Yard

Stock List: I didn’t have time to write
anything down and only attempted to
photograph everything, which in itself
wasn’t easy and as I found later whilst
identifying stock from my photos, I
managed to miss a few items...that was
Peter who kept chivvying me up !! There
were also a couple of lines in Baron St
Yard where we were not allowed down
but zoom shots did hopefully pick up
what type of stock was there if not the
identity. The following list shows all the stock I saw but where the identity is still unsure, I have
highlighted it in red with a question mark. Others have helped identify missing items (mostly typos on
my part) and fill in many of the original question marks. The totals are for individual items of stock
including frames of dismantled locos (boilers not counted). Crane runners are counted as wagons.
Key: (x) – number of items of stock at location, (gb) grounded body, (uf) underframe only, # under
tarpaulin, * Mk1 coach, ** Mk2 coach, *** Mk3 coach, diesel locos are highlighted in blue, steam in
yellow (including frames of those dismantled), DMUs, DEMUs & EMUs are underlined
Total Stock: 253
Locos: 52 DMUs: 15 DEMU: 3 (incl 1 from NI) EMUs: 3 (1 is centre DEMU car), Coaches: 84
(including 1 to be confirmed) Wagons: 92 (including 4 to be confirmed) Cranes: 3 (excluding
runners), Road Railer: 1
Bury Bolton Street: (33) not all service trains in station at the same time
Locos in service & coaching sets: 45108 5031*, 4992*, 35314*, 1871* ‘Howson Bar’, 4933*, Bulleid
4-6-2 WC 34092 ‘CITY OF WELLS’, 4350*, 4232*, 35070*, 1837*, 4647*, Stanier Jubilee 4-6-0 45690
‘LEANDER, 4866*, 17019* (34092 support coach), 4873*, 4895*, 4928* En Route to Rawtenstall:
D9531 ‘ERNEST’ 99953 (60103 support coach)*, 1833*, 35452* Gresley A3 4-6-2 60103 ‘FLYING
SCOTSMAN’
Platform 2: 80933* ‘BAGGAGE CAR’, 80993* ‘BOROUGH OF ROCHDALE’, 3114*, 4371
‘BOROUGH OF BURY’, 4784* ‘BOROUGH OF RAWTENSTALL’.
Bay - adjacent wall:
GUV 93918 (shop), PCY 10, RNAD 167 platform 1: GUV 86283, 95210 (80731)*
Between Station & Std 4 Shed: (1) Ivatt 2-6-0 46428 (frame)
Std 4 Shed: (2) 278508 (with 2-6-4T 80097 boiler), Simplex 4wDM [9009]
Bury South signal box: (5) 200000, 07013, 95572, 924203, 024436 (780668) (gb)
Buckley Wells Carriage Works (inside): (9)
Raised walkway: Righthand track: GWR observation saloon 9580 (150266) ‘WATERMAN
SALOON’, 3144*, 4880* Lefthand track: 4917*, PMV 1391, 35455*
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Adjacent eastern wall: LMS inspection saloon 6320, DMU 56289, LMS 15412 (395205)
Buckley Wells Carriage Works Yard: (54)
North side of Works: 09024
Eastern side of Works: 1st track: 2564 (163325), 125 (160464), DMU 59137, LMS 31217# ?, DMU
50437#, DMU 50494# 2nd track: 201004, open probably 460675 ?, 5685**, LMS 024792 (16400)
Western side of Works: D2062, 3124*, 3127*, 950835, 316124, EMU 70549 (centre car from DEMU
1305 / 207202)
Western side of running line: 55170, 950136, 461516, 478278, 474048, 472364 (has incorrect
472367 on one side of cover), 457543, WGF 8108, 992396, 993477, 993476, 17448, 298070 (uf),
758509, EMU 65451# + 77172, GUV 86500, LYR 975154 (604)# Adjacent fence: 3771*, 1880*,
9418**, MCV 889011, 1665* ‘ROSIE’, 1829*, 25385* [gap] 783097, 954762, 955127#, 450399,
9356**, 5333**, 5254**, CCT 94442, GUV 86869, LMS 31387 Between track and fence on bank:
van ? (gb), van ? (gb)
Baron Street Loco Works (inside): (19) 4 tracks from east to west
Track 1: D1041 ‘WESTERN PRINCE’, Aspinall 0-6-0ST 752 (11456), 40106 ‘ATLANTIC
CONVEYOR’, Hughes Crab 2-6-0 13065 (42765), Hunslet 0-6-0 2890 (WD 75041) converted from 06-0ST
Track 2: D8233 ‘FRANK’, BR Std 9F 2-10-0 92134 (missing smokebox), 904532 (with 0-6-0T 47298
boiler) [gap] Aspinall 0-6-0 52322
Track 3: Collett 2-8-2T 7229, D9502, BR Std 4MT 2-6-4T 80097 (missing boiler), Hudswell Clarke 0-60DM 4002 [D1076] 'ARUNDEL CASTLE’, Gresley A4 4-6-2 60009 ‘UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA’,
Stanier Black 5 4-6-0 45157 ‘THE GLASGOW HIGHLANDER’ (actually 45407), 13594 (08479)
Track 4: Fowler 0-6-0T 47324 (frame), D5054 ‘PHIL SOUTHERN’, 40135
Baron Street Loco Works Yard: (106)
Adjacent eastern wall:
10573***, 35478 (99152)*, DEMU 8099 (NI Rly), GUV 86702, D2956, 6536 (33117)
Road-Rail Land Rover R135 NAU (976014)
Directly south of works:
Continuation of the above track: Churchward 2-8-0 3855, 35486* (60009 support coach), 17025*
(45690 support coach)
Track adjacent eastern boundary: 024743 (80788)*, 35513 (14063)**, PMV 2223, PMV 1360, CCT
1747, 784770, 783271, 982390 [gap] 56283, 950606, ‘Bluebell’ (blue), 763292 ‘Buttercup’ (yellow),
775102 ‘Marigold’ (orange), 764355 ‘Poppy’ (red), 720937 (the coloured wagons for Thomas trains are
named on only one side, facing the Metrolink Tram line)
Continuation of track 4: 35517** (45407 support coach)
Track to west of above: 975489 (34786)*, 773727, 784520, 781900, 772143, 784720 (crane van),
crane runner 998538 + crane (diesel) 96707 (ADB 141) [C85]
Grounded alongside above track: Bulleid 4-6-2 35009 ‘SHAW SAVILL’ (separate frame & boiler),
spare 2-10-0 boiler
Between tracks above and main yard: 900911 (with 0-6-0ST 752 (11456) boiler), 50015 ‘Valiant’
Main sidings:
East of through running track: 33046 on separate bit of track
1st track: DMU 51813 + 59701 + 51842, DMU 51339 + 51382, 785327, 494334, 5871
2nd track: 33109 ‘Captain Bill Smith RNR’, DMU 50455 + 50517, DMU 55001, 45135#, wagon ?,
DEMU 60130 + 60904 (1305 / 207202)
3rd track: DMU 51485 + 56121, 37109, D7629 (25279), 40145, 20087 ‘HERCULES’ / ‘Saltley LIP’,
D8110 (20110), 56006, D1501 (47402), D9537 [running line]
West of through running line:
1st track: 08164 ‘PRUDENCE’ (was shunting 4937 when we were here so both may have been seen
elsewhere for others), 4937*, 5040*, 4996*, Stove R 32978, 4885*, GUV 86654, 9431**, 5396**,
5439**, 5277**, 201008, 08944, 904632, 569575, 388667
2nd track: empty (coaches in service) some may have been allowed up here to view next track
3rd track: crane runner 299852 + crane (diesel) 95205 (RS 1013), 041985 (558643), 471345, 37679,
15928*, 1848*, 4199*, 904668, 904514 (with 0-6-0T 47324 boiler + cab), 977510 (10032), DMU
50556#, 901019, 953942 (uf), 780991, 36280
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4th track: 5238**, 901601, 460530, 310582, 975493 (34740)*, 975492 (34589)*, RNAD 87, 904502
(with 46428 2-6-2T boiler), 2184 (164952), 1945 (162401), 994750, 889400, CCT 94705
Castlecroft Works: (13) (inside) D7076, D832 ‘ONSLAUGHT’, D5705
Yard North Side: Eastern track: 23.70.7190.206-6 Middle track: 954406 Western tracks: 2232
(158342), 113 (150303) Continuation of Western track(s) into Museum Yard: 750081, 993708,
761490, Hibberd 0-4-0DM 1 [3438], 3187, 95229 (81341)*
Transport Museum: (9) Outside: 7 Inside left: 54003, Andrew Barclay 0-4-0ST 1 [1927], crane
(hand) 331400 + crane runner 915390, 722101 Inside right: RNAD 277, PCY 12, 149196
Not included in totals above, I have also listed stock (10) I saw at Rawtenstall and the coach at
Heywood. Also seen by others were 4 wagons in the siding north of Bolton St.
Rawtenstall: (5) Headshunt: 200669, 783410
Bay: 1875* (Cafe), van probably 784557 ? Headshunt by level crossing: 701080
Heywood: (1) 81123* (buffet)
Siding north of Bolton St Station: (4) 982540, 62073, 732837, tank probably 61104 (9369) ?
left D9531 stabled at Rawtenstall
in front of 60103
As the visit was so successful and as a few
members missed out, we intend to plan a future
visit. As I know from just the two visits I have
done 18 months apart, virtually all the stock had
moved position so it is often worth more than
one visit to track down that missing item or get a
better photograph of stock previously hidden or
under overhaul. Though the visit was largely at
the expense of the Society as it was coupled
with the AGM and therefore the cost to you was
minimal, if we do it again we will use the ELRs
existing visit itinerary of a tour + lunch for £16.00 (TBC). We will also plan it in the summer so
hopefully warmer though a dry day not guaranteed. I got completely soaked on my first visit on the 2nd
September 2016 with Bachmann as it rained nearly all day and I only got to visit the two works.
4-6-0 45690 departing
Rawtenstall with static
4-6-2 60103 to the right
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RAILWAY GLOBETROTTERS
The Story of 2017 by Ray Smith – Part 4:
Lads Week - Germany, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria & Hungary (cont):
Disappointed at being unable get to Maschen we returned to Hamburg. A quick visit to Altona station
that serves the North East area of Germany, and has locomotives and units that do not use the main
station we returned to the main station to get back to Hannover, with a short change in Bremen. Being
a weekend, the shed at Seelze should have plenty locomotives on. To get there you need to get to the
Hannover S-Bahn station at Letter then use the walking route to the shed, but you must be wearing hivis vests. Today, 82 were on shed,

above
Gravita 10BB, 261074
Seelze (Hannover) shed,
8th April 2017
left 155182
Seelze (Hannover) shed,
8th April 2017
below 363691 + 362571
Seelze (Hannover) shed
th
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296060 Seelze (Hannover) shed
8th April 2017

294959 with RBH (RAG Bahn und Hafen Logistics) 131,
DB 143305, Seelze (Hannover) shed
8th April 2017

above 155099 and 232428, Seelze (Hannover) shed, 8th April 2017
The class 232s were a successful DR diesel type numbering over 700. After unification many headed
west and some were converted to class 233. Now there are only around 150 on the books, with many
stored, the survivors can turn up almost anywhere.
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294959 with RBH (RAG Bahn und Hafen Logistics) 131,
DB 143305, Seelze (Hannover) shed,
8th April 2017

The class 143 was the successful electric
locomotive that originated in the east. A
large class and many migrated west also.
There are still over 300 working and over
50 are now in private hands. The DB
examples are being replaced by units.
The good side is many have been
transferred to Cargo for freight duties and
on paper they are allocated to
Magdeburg, they also can turn up
anywhere. Above is a line of them with
143326 leading at Seelze (Hannover)
shed, 8th April 2017

above privately owned, Mittelweserbahn
140761, Seelze (Hannover) shed,
8th April 2017

185088,
Seelze (Hannover) shed, 8th April 2017

shunters 335213 + 335244 + 333525
Seelze (Hannover) shed, 8th April 2017
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From Hannover we went to Dresden. The annual steam festival was on with diesels and electrics also
on display. There was a vintage shuttle bus to the event from outside the main station. The
locomotives were displayed in designated areas. However, it was a very sunny day and the sun was in
the wrong place for some photography. I will suggest they get it moved for next year’s festival !

above left DB class 220 originally DR 120338, above right 188202, 9th April 2017

above left 155159, above right 230002, the class
230s and 231s were the pioneers for the
numerous class 232s of which some were rebuilt
as 233s and 234s, 9th April 2017
below Werlok 8, right tram 1702, 9th April 2017
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above 2-6-0 24 004, 9th April 2017
left 0-8-0 55 669, 9th April 2017

After returning from the festival I spent some
time tram watching.
below 2604, right 2534, 9th April 2017

Still staying in Dresden in a hotel adjacent to
the station, the next day was spent on a
circular tour first viewing Cottbus Works. A
half mile walk from the station, the works yard
is clearly visible from outside. There was a
sign saying no photography, but I did not see
it!
right 29008, Cottbus Works, 10th April 2017
photos by Ray Smith (to be cont)
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